
Mysteries of the Castle over the sea



The 1910 guidebook to the resort coast near Batumi keeps next entry:

“…Not far from Tsikhisdziri station, on the isolated rock between the railroad track and the sea the villa Castello 
Mare is being built in the form of a castle, known as Skarzhinsky’s cottage. Eccentricity of construction and the rare 
beauty of the place involuntarily attract attention of all travelers. The balcony of this cottage, hanging over the sea 
and providing excellent views, is also of great interest…”



And what that got to do with Countess 
Bolgarskaya, whose estate still stands  

in the thick forest, keeping its mysteries?

By what was driven engineer Skarzhinsky,  
who built a castle-style villa right here  

in XX century?

You will need staying power and quick wit, determination and ability to be part of a team in order to solve the 

mystery of the castle with a trail of an incredible love story.



We created a movie based on true events, taking place here many years ago.

Story, told from the big screen will take the team-building participants to the middle of things and become a 
spectacular immersion in the atmosphere of the game.

Teams will face mystical adventure in the subtropical forest based on the deal with a ghost!

It is essential to reach the goal till the portal of time is open and complete the unfinished business of its heroes.

Watch the film

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQOO9kghn-U&feature=youtu.be


Team spirit, noble goals and decent reward for the bravest!



The game «Mysteries of the Castle over the sea» takes place in the complex Castello Mare Hotel & Wellness Resort, built on the 

Skarzhinsky castle site. Unusual architecture of the hotel and magic atmosphere, fresh sea breeze and wonderful sea views will 

certainly inspire participants and give them vivid and unforgettable emotions!

Watch video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6oV5eZgSD8&feature=youtu.be


Route example:



Task example:
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